Botticelli’s Bastard synopsis
Giovanni Fabrizzi is a world-renowned art restorer whose international clientele includes major museums, European royal families, and legendary collectors. His firm, which was handed down by Giovanni’s late father, has two locations, London and Florence. Giovanni manages the London branch, and his son operates the Florence studio.
Though recently wed to a much younger woman, Giovanni is still mourning his first wife, taken by cancer two years earlier. His episodes of grief disrupts his new marriage and distracts him from completing the restoration of a fine Breughel painting.
Safe in one of his strong rooms are a number of crates that had belonged to his father, which came to London from the Florence studio where his father had stored them. Prompted by a client’s inquiry to buy a painting, Giovanni considers the cache from his father and begins opening the crates in the strong room. Among a few unremarkable canvases he discovers an unsigned renaissance panel, which he can’t fathom why his father would have bothered to keep. Then a letter falls out of the crate, to his father, from his uncle, who Giovanni had never met. Giovanni’s learns the painting was a gift hoping to mend a sour relationship between his father and uncle.
But more surprising, Giovanni hears a voice. He panics and leaves the building, having serious doubts about his sanity. But when he returns, the voice persists and it is real, coming from the unsigned portrait, the subject of which identifies himself as Count Marco Lorenzo Pietro de Medici, who had lived over five hundred years ago. Equally unbelievable, the Count claims that his portrait was painted by the great Botticelli.
The relationship between the Count and Giovanni is challenged when the Count tells Giovanni that his new wife is having an affair with a diplomat at the French Embassy. Giovanni doesn’t believe a word of it, but then he confronts his wife and she confesses. As a result, they separate, and Giovanni is plunged into deeper depression, but he is also angry with the Count for having told him of his wife’s exploits. He would rather not have known.
Giovanni is fascinated by the portrait and spends days listening to the Count, who has existed many of his years in the darkness of a crate and is eager to converse, telling of his years in Venice and Florence, life in Versailles, and venturing to the northern reaches of America to a remote outpost of the Hudson Bay Company in the seventeenth century.
Giovanni is captivated by the Count’s life story but is exasperated by his arrogance. The Count presses on regardless with an account of his time in Russia before and after the Russian Revolution and then his escape to Paris with a shiftless owner who eventually sells the painting to a French banker whose family resides in an elegant home on Avenue Foch.
Then, in 1940, Paris falls to Nazi Germany.
Obsessed to verify the painting’s history, Giovanni embarks on a quest of discovery, which only leads him to a disturbing revelation—his uncle, decades earlier, had assisted the Nazis and was involved in the theft of the Count’s portrait, among others, from which his uncle had profited handsomely.
As pieces of the historical puzzle fit into place, Giovanni becomes increasingly convinced that all the Count had told could be true, including that Botticelli is the artist. But if true, it would render the work priceless, leading to a new dilemma—what if a member of the family had escaped Nazi oppression and were still living? Giovanni would have to return the painting to its rightful owner.
Before having the painting authenticated as a genuine work of Botticelli, Giovanni decides to discuss the situation with his estranged wife and son, at which time he is forced to expose his odd relationship with the Count. His wife and son agree—Giovanni has lost his mind, thinking he can talk to inanimate objects. But when Giovanni reveals the painting’s potential value, were it indeed a Botticelli, his family concedes, reluctantly, to tolerate his eccentricity.
Giovanni travels to France, Germany, and Switzerland in pursuit of the truth and confronts his uncle in Zurich, with whom he has a bitter altercation. Then he learns that there is a survivor of the French family that had owned the painting, a frail woman living in Hell’s Kitchen, New York.
He flies to New York to meet her but she is uneasy and becomes hostile, refusing to have any involvement with either Giovanni or the painting. She has her own reasons, namely her shame at what she had done to survive the concentration camp while the rest of her family perished. She assigns the painting, without any strings, to Giovanni.
Giovanni declines the many generous offers for the painting and instead donates it to the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, for it to hang in the Botticelli Room, which the Count had repeatedly insisted during their many conversations. The press gathers for the unveiling of a previously undiscovered work of Botticelli, and just before the gala event, Giovanni asks the museum director for permission to spend a few moments alone in the gallery with the painting, where he wonders if the Count will still speak, or if the strange experience was limited to his studio in London.

